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Abstract

Non-Christian immigrants coming to Sweden encounter a mainly secular society with a strong Lutheran heritage, as physically symbolised by the more than 3500 church towers scattered throughout the country, often in central locations in cities and villages. In this landscape dotted with Christian landmarks, there are few visible physical spaces linked to the identity of Muslim immigrants. The aim of this article is to analyse the religious and cultural significance that Muslim immigrants attach to the presence or absence of mosques in their neighbourhood. Drawing upon a conceptual framework that distinguishes between physical, mental and social space, the analysis focuses on the meaning of place and the identity attached to the mosques. The empirical basis for the study includes interviews with imams complemented by articles and other written materials published in newspapers and on the internet. In the concluding section, we return to and reflect upon our overarching question: the relationship between faith and place in a multi-religious, multi-ethnic society. As illustrated in the article, mosques not only function as internal markers of religious faith but also serve as arenas where links can be developed to Christian and secular parts of Swedish society. Thus, they are important in providing both bonding and bridging capital for Muslims in Sweden, thus making it possible to develop a Muslim identity in Sweden.
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1 Introduction

Migration is one (although not the only) reason for the alleged post-secular turn in western societies. Many immigrants find religion to be an important marker of identity in new surroundings and seek out spaces and places in which they can share and express their faith together with fellow believers. However, depending on the contextual circumstances, faith in the context of migration can manifest itself in different ways at the individual level: it may unify and isolate religious groups, generate a fundamentalist counter-culture, or encourage migrants to adapt their religious culture to the new country. Consistent with this view, Kinnvall and Nesbitt-Larking, in their recently published study of the political psychology of globalisation and Muslims in the West, identify three ideal strategies of identity formation among Muslim immigrants: retreatism, essentialism, and engagement. The authors themselves argue in favour of the latter, suggesting that both majority and minority communities in society should strive to become “postnationalist, self-dialogical, and engaged in dialogue with a range of others. Activist, assertive, and agonistic rather than antagonistic”. They conclude that “Muslims are positioned to contribute toward new cosmopolitical potentialities for a renewed pluralistic global order”.

However, adaptation to a new national context may even result in secularisation, as has been the case among Chilean immigrants in Sweden since 1973. As suggested by a young male immigrant who escaped with his family from Bosnia to a Swedish town in 1992, one’s religious approach in a new country is strongly related to one’s previous experience: “Here are Muslims from many countries. Many newly established groups. What you bring with you from your homeland and your culture influences how you practice your religion.” This quotation dovetails with the argument posed by Bäckström and Davie regarding David Martin’s work: that the “interactions of the religious and secular should rather be seen in the long-term […] they work themselves out different in different places […] the shorthand of ‘God is back’ does not, indeed cannot, do justice to this urgent and complex agenda”.

What about the mosque in the context of Muslim immigration? Introducing a special issue of the Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies on mosque conflicts in Europe, Jocelyn Cesari states that the mosque is central to Islam’s urban visibility and is the centre of Muslim communal life. It is not only space for prayer but also a ‘community centre’, where pre-existing networks of solidarity come together and where various rituals that mark Islamic family life – marriage, circumcision, death – take place.
She also adds that the mosque not only expresses the presence of a local Muslim community, it also represents the evolution of Islam from the private to the public sphere. Whereas, in the past, Muslims in Europe were isolated within invisible and private prayer rooms, the mosque openly, publicly and visibly marks on an Islamic presence.8

On the other hand, Cesari notes that “except for Friday prayers, special holidays and the month of Ramadan, daily mosque attendance in Europe is generally low”.9 This observation again illustrates that Muslim trans-nationalism is multifaceted, including “many and diverse forms to be found in Europe today”.10 Similarly, Veit Bader points to the “perils of modelling.” The expanding body of immigrants from Muslim countries entering Europe is characterised by “a broad variety of languages, ethnic cultures and religious traditions in addition to differences in class-position, age, citizenship etc.” who attempt “to live their practices as minorities under conditions of entrenched but widely diverging regimes of governance of religious diversity”.11 Consequently, although “the number of articles, books and reports on nearly all aspects of the Muslim presence in Europe has literally exploded”, more detailed studies of Islam in different European contexts are urgently needed if we are to develop a more comprehensive analysis of Islam in Europe.12

Despite this wave of publications, the role of mosques in generating transnational Muslim identities has not truly been addressed in the Swedish context13. Paradoxically, Sweden is commonly considered to be a very secular society. Despite its long-standing heritage as a Lutheran state, since the mid-19th century, Sweden has featured a strong, popular free-church movement. Although church membership and attendance in Sweden is declining as in other European countries, post-war value shifts in belief systems toward modernisation and secularisation have also encouraged many people to rediscover religion in a more pluralist and less institutional form. In this type of “patchwork religion,” religion becomes more “invisible” but still remains “a steady part of people’s lives”14. Strikingly, as argued by Kinnvall and Nesbitt-Larking, the role of religion in Swedish society “is not debated in any significant depth, which is illustrative of the fact that there is no centralized unit that has been given the responsibility and necessary competence to deal with Islam in all its complexity”.15

In addition to the general discussion of secularism and post-secularism, it is notable that religion is not just a matter of evangelisation, saving people’s souls, or individual and invisible beliefs. Religion also sometimes serves to meet people’s needs in a fundamental social sense, helping poor people to obtain shelter, to defend their legal rights or simply to
survive. Thus, as governments in Europe struggle to meet their citizens’ needs, new opportunities are arising for involvement by for-profit and non-profit providers of social welfare, including faith-based organisations (FBOs), which are one type of non-governmental organisation that the government uses to complement or replace parts of its public welfare programs.\textsuperscript{16}

Sweden differs from most other European countries with regard to the role of FBOs as producers of welfare. From the 1930s onwards, the state (including local governments) began to take over social welfare services that were previously organised by third-sector charities and popular movements: for instance, public child care and care for the elderly as advocated by the women’s movement. However, the popular movements and related charities retained their “avant-garde” role in advocacy and innovation to some extent,\textsuperscript{17} and despite an increasing tendency towards reliance on for-profit welfare programs, the Church of Sweden, the City Missions, the Salvation Army and other free churches continue to offer shelter to homeless people, help drug addicts and offer a number of other social services in hospitals, prisons and barracks and in everyday social matters. For the many Muslim immigrants who have entered Swedish society, the Stockholm Mosque and a growing number of other mosques and cellar mosques in many cities also offer welfare services.\textsuperscript{18}

The aim of this article is to assess the importance that Muslims attach to the presence of a mosque - its proximity, visibility and utility – for Muslim identity in Sweden.\textsuperscript{19} What meaning in terms of place and identity is attached to mosques, the land on which the mosques were or will be built, and the discourses on Muslim identity as expressed by Muslims in Sweden? How is the Muslim identity constructed and negotiated in the context of mixed attitudes towards Muslim immigrants and Islam as such? Drawing upon the conceptual distinction between physical, mental and social space, we describe the places where mosques are built in terms of their visibility for and proximity to Muslims in Sweden. We draw attention to the various social activities organised by the mosques – their social utility – and examine whether they are predominantly religious and proselytising or address a broader audience, thus indicating the desire to develop a transnational Muslim identity in Sweden.\textsuperscript{20}

2 The Swedish context

Officially beginning with the Swedish King Olof Skötkonung’s baptism in approximately the year 1,000, the Christian tradition in Sweden has a millennium-long history. In Swedish
elementary schools, pupils are taught that the French Benedictine monk Ansgar first preached the Christian gospel in 829 AD to the pagan Vikings residing in the area that is now called Sweden. Pagan sacrifices were used in tandem with Christian ceremonies for a long period, but in 1210, Erik Knutsson became the first King crowned by a Christian bishop. The event also marked the union between the church and the state, an alliance that would last until year 2000. This religious historic narrative suggests that the conversion to Christianity was smooth and slow. The officially sanctioned story deemphasises the power struggles that occurred between different faiths and attempts to invalidate other interpretations of Sweden’s religious past, as documented by frequent Viking trading contacts with the Arabic world before the arrival of Ansgar.

In the 1530s, Swedish King Gustav Vasa joined the reformation and proclaimed Sweden an evangelical kingdom. For a long period, the evangelical faith was compulsory. Foreigners who desired to practice another faith or even another form of Christianity were required to do so behind closed doors. During the 18th and 19th centuries, the less hierarchically organised low and free church movements paved the way for freedom of religion in Sweden, but such freedoms were not formally established until 1951.

Even in the latter part of the 20th century, Sweden was considered homogenous in cultural, ethnical and religious terms, although there has also been considerable diversity due to migration in the past. In addition to the indigenous Sami population, small communities of Roma, Tornedal, and Jewish minorities have lived in Sweden for centuries. From time to time, there has also been a substantial influx of entrepreneurial immigrants from Germany, Scotland, Belgium and other countries. After World War II, waves of refugees and labour migration from Greece, the Baltic countries, Turkey and the former Yugoslavia provided a substantial source of labour for the flourishing Swedish industries and encouraged the expansion of the public welfare system.

Islamic immigrants arriving to Sweden encounter something of a paradox; Sweden is a strongly secular society but also has a strong Lutheran heritage, as physically symbolised by the more than 3,500 Church of Sweden buildings located across the country. There are also thousands of small free church buildings used in the same manner for mass, prayer, baptisms, weddings, funerals or other religious ceremonies. These buildings serve as signposts of place identity and create the impression of Sweden as a religious landscape. Although Sweden is sometimes considered one of the least religious societies in the world, approximately 70 per
cent of Swedish citizens are members of the Church of Sweden, having become members before year 2000, when the church was still a state institution and membership was obligatory. In other words, these individuals are not active Christians. Approximately one per cent of the Church of Sweden members cancel their memberships every year, whereas Muslim congregations and the Catholic and Christian Orthodox Churches continue to attract more members. The free churches face declining memberships and try to counter this trend, for example, by merging disparate congregations.

Despite these and other signs of secularism in Swedish society, Muslim immigrants arrive in a landscape that is dominated by Christian landmarks and includes very few visible physical spaces linked to Muslim identity. Imams and other Muslim leaders try to obtain financial resources and suitable places for building mosques or otherwise seek facilities that could function as provisional locations for worship and ceremonies. Since the 1990s, Sweden has received more refugees and asylum seekers than any other European country relative to the size of its population. Notably, the number of second- and third-generation immigrants is steadily increasing, thus making “Muslims in Sweden” the most accurate term to use in this article. The number of first-generation immigrants coming from Muslim-dominated countries is greater than 300,000 and most of them come from Iraq (100,000), Turkey (70,000) and Bosnia (70,000). How many of these individuals are practicing Muslims is unclear, as Swedish law does not allow individuals to be registered in terms of their religion and language. Although the estimates vary, it is thought that there are between 110,000 and 150,000 practicing Muslims in Sweden. Less than 5 per cent of the population in Sweden are Muslims, and about 90 per cent of them have arrived after 1985.

Thus, the past few decades of globalisation and immigration have transformed Sweden into a pluralist, multi-ethnic society, generating implications for the range of faiths practiced in the country. However, these changes in the religions of Swedish citizens have not yet had a corresponding impact on the physical presence of faith-based institutions. In year 2010, five different Islamic congregations received financial support from the Swedish Commission for Government Support to Faith Communities. In addition, the Muslim Adult Education Association Ibn Rushd was explicitly founded on the premise of the Swedish tradition of adult education [folkbildning] and is one of ten Adult Education Associations to receive public funding. Aside from these organisations, there are also a number of non-registered
congregations for Muslims. Next we consider the three dimensions of space – physical, mental and social – along which we will explore the practice of Islam in Sweden.

3 Faith and three dimensions of space

Across the globe, there are “sacred cities” that function as religious centres for believers: Mecca for Muslims, Bodhgaya for Buddhists, Varanasi for Hindus, the Vatican for Catholics, and Jerusalem, to which all three of the monotheistic religions, Christianity, Islam and Judaism, place a claim in their respective holy books. Aside from these particular cities, most towns and cities feature buildings and other sacred places with which believers from the official or majority religion and some other individuals can identify, finding there a haven for worship and celebration. As stated by Yi-Fu Tuan in his classic work *Space and Place*:

Evidence from different cultures suggests that place is specific – tied to a particular cluster of buildings at one location – wherever the people believe it to be not only their home but also the home of their guarding spirits and gods.

According to Beaumont, “it is in the urban that the shift from secular to post-secular in terms of public space, building use, governance and civil society is most intensively observed and experienced”; cities “become ‘hot spots’ or sites for split loyalties and demands, and the negotiation of multiple identities which need to include both religious and secular dimensions”. However, even in highly secular cities where there may be few officially religious buildings available, faith believers may find places to worship; they may even “build their own ‘church’ out of parks, gyms and auditoriums”, as Gemma Cruz notes regarding female domestic workers in Hong Kong, most of them from the Philippines. Thus, the religious or spiritual dimension of place may manifest in somewhat unexpected contexts such as soccer, as illustrated by the text of T-shirts worn by football team supporters: “Liverpool is my religion/Anfield is my church/True believers never walk alone”.

Some theologians inspired by “the spatial turn” in geography, anthropology, literary theory, history and other fields within social science argue that cities themselves are or have the potential to be sacred spaces/places. This debate is connected with Lefebvre’s distinction between “perceived, conceived and lived moments, three aspects of a conceptual triad, equating these with spatial practice, representations of space, and spaces of representation”. Notably, in this quotation, the conceptual triad is discussed in relation to the city, but it can also be applied to the mosque. We can also recall a similar triad introduced by Edward Soja that includes Firstspace, Secondspace and Thirdspace. In the context of this article, these
triads are important in the sense that a mosque, whether a real mosque or a cellar mosque, may also be viewed through any one of these three conceptual lenses. As “spatial practice”, the mosque is a physical place that Muslim believers more or less regularly frequent for worship, ceremonies and social intercourse. As a “representation of space”, the mosque is the conceived aspect, the meaning given to the mosque by imams and other religious leaders according to their interpretation of the Qur’an. Finally, as “spaces of representation” (“lived space”), it is a question of how mosques “are experienced by citizens and migrants, and may be imaginatively constructed or produced”, i.e. how Islam is perceived and practiced by Muslims in their everyday life. Notably, the three dimensions of space identified by Lefebvre and Soja can be distinguished from one another only in theory; in real life, they “exist at the same time and are intertwined in a trialectic relation”. Or, in other words, “physical, social and mental spaces intersect and overlap”. Applied to the topic of this article, this means that a mosque is at the same time a physical building, a mental construct, and a place for social intercourse (a social hub). This intimately related triad of spatial dimensions will be addressed in all of the sub-sections that follow, although the focus will shift from the physical dimension to the mental dimension and, finally, to the social dimension.

3.1 The location of mosques: proximity and visibility
In most villages, towns and cities, there are buildings and places with which many faith believers can identify and where they can meet to express and share their faith. However, in a country such as Sweden, where Christianity has been the dominant religion for ages, Muslims and other non-Christian immigrants have no such places available to them. Their experience exists in striking contrast to that of Christian immigrants: for example, the Syrian-Orthodox immigrants who escaped Turkey for Sweden in the late 20th century. Although they did not find churches that were specially designed for worship according to their interpretation of the Christian gospel, Syrian-Orthodox immigrants are at least familiar with the general look and function of the old church buildings in Sweden. Moreover, although these individuals encountered opposition when they endeavoured to build their own churches, they were still able to obtain sufficient local support to succeed. One illustrative example is the case of the Syrian-Orthodox Church close to the Varberga neighborhood in Örebro; the local government quickly approved the proposal in 1990, including the proposed site, despite some local protest.
A few years later, the Islamic Cultural Centre in Örebro faced tougher resistance, also from local Christian free church leaders, when it endeavoured to build a provisional mosque in the shape of a community hall (i.e., not a “real” mosque with a minaret) close to the Vivalla neighbourhood in Örebro.\(^{45}\) It wasn’t until 2010, after the Islamic Center had resided for years in a small building in the city centre, that the Islamic Center took over a building that had been constructed by Jehovah’s Witnesses. The building is located adjacent to the Vivalla neighbourhood, which is inhabited by people with a wide variety of national, ethnic, cultural and religious backgrounds. In both cases, the adherents to the religions obtained the physical space that they required (although, again, this mosque is not a full-fledged one). This provided them with room for worship and ceremonies as well as social activities such as language courses, choir rehearsals, and social meetings for children, housewives, unemployed individuals, and others, as we will return to below.

Most of the Swedish mosques are located in basements of residential buildings in multi-family housing areas or in former industrial locations (“cellar mosques” or “basement mosques”). In this way, they are significantly different from the Christian locations, as stated by Abd al Haqq Kielan, imam and secretary of the Swedish Islamic Academy:

> It is important to be able to move up from the lower level and into a real mosque. As long as we are in a basement, we do not really exist. It is important to leave the basement, partly for practical reasons, because down there it is crowded, poorly ventilated and has bad lighting, but also for status reasons. A visible mosque wins prestige and means a lot for integration. Muslims would then feel that we are also part of society and it would be easier to socialize on equal terms.\(^{46}\)

Another imam says, “Even if there is a local premise, one wants to visit a real mosque”.\(^{47}\) The quotations by these two Muslim leaders clearly express the importance of the intimately linked relationships between the physical, mental and social dimensions of space.

The difference between a provisional and a real mosque can be illustrated by the case of Skärholmen, a multicultural suburb of Stockholm. The present (spring 2012) mosque is located in an office building in the centre of the suburb. Its 300 square meters are far from sufficient to welcome the many Muslim believers in the area, especially when compared to the 3,000 square meters of the new mosque that is expected to be completed in 2014: “This is something I have longed for in 20 years […] there should be no doubt what kind of building it is”, says Fikret Tümtürk, chairman of the Skärholmen Islamic Association. However, plans to decorate the mosque in the traditional Swedish Falu-red colour in an attempt to reinforce the
connection between Swedish culture and Islam have been dismissed as extreme. The Church of Sweden parish publicly supports the construction of a mosque in the centre, and one of the priests has said the following:

Our congregation thinks that it would be good with a centrally located mosque here. We are positive to the idea of a mosque that looks like a mosque. I think that the politicians have listened a little bit extra to the Christian Churches when it comes to this.

Inter-religious co-operation is becoming more institutionalised and hence also influences the physical location of Islam in Sweden. One example is the Christian-Muslim Social Service Centre in Nacka, Stockholm. As a joint venture of the Stockholm City Mission, the Church of Sweden Parish, The Muslim Association and St Konrad Catholic Church, The Well [Källan], as it is named, offers counselling and advice on practical matters that would normally be provided by public authorities. A social worker and a deacon work at the support centre, and they offer consultations with a priest from the Church of Sweden or the Catholic Church or with an imam. There is also a prayer room that is open to anyone. The Well is not a public authority, so the visitors may remain anonymous. In a similar manner, common activities have been organised between the Christian and Muslim faith communities in Rosengård, Malmö: for example, in a joint celebration of the Swedish National Day. The event invitation, decorated with an illustration of the Malmö Mosque, was published in the Church of Sweden parish newsletter.
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(Figure 1. Invitation from the Islamic Center to the Church of Sweden Parish in Västra Skrävlinge, Skåne [Scania], Sweden)
One spectacular exception to the many basement mosques is the conspicuous Stockholm Mosque, which is located in the very centre of Södermalm (South Stockholm). Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan's Mosque [Swedish: Zaid Ben Sultan Al Nahayans moské, Arabic: جامع زايد بن سلطان آل نهيان], commonly known as the Stockholm Mosque [Stockholms moské] or the Stockholm Grand Mosque [Stockholms stora moské], is the largest mosque in Sweden. Inaugurated in year 2000, the Mosque is administered by the Islamic Association in Stockholm. After consulting Islamic leaders, the city council in Stockholm decided in March 1995 to convert the old electric power station Katarinastationen [the Katarina Station] into a mosque. The building, designed by the Art Nouveau architect Ferdinand Boberg and completed in 1903, was already originally influenced by "Moorish" Islamic architecture. Boberg became inspired after a visit to Morocco and turned the building toward Mecca and gave it tall windows with vaults. Easily reached by a well-connected subway system, the Mosque is first and foremost a house of prayer for the Muslims living in the Stockholm conurbation, but it is also important to other Muslims in Sweden, as it hosts annual elections and meetings with the national umbrella organisation Muslim Council of Sweden, in which 3,000 members participate.

(Figure 2. The Stockholm Mosque, photo with permission of the photographer Gabriel Ehrnst Grundin, January 7, 2006.)
Aside from being an important node of mental space for Muslims in Stockholm and all over Sweden, the Stockholm Mosque also functions as a community centre, increasingly becoming a resource not only for worship and social intercourse but also for developing contacts with non-Muslims:

This is a very special mosque, because it is so centrally located. There are many advantages with a central location […] This environment is different. […] We have changed some things, but the walls and ceilings are the same. It was built 1905, a hundred years ago. This very mosque is special. Tourists come here to watch, from France and Italy. It has become popular in Stockholm. Some people thought there could be problems, but instead it has enriched the area.54

In the other two major cities in Sweden, Malmö and Göteborg, there are also large mosques with functions similar to that of the one in Stockholm, although their locations are not as central and the buildings are not as traditional. Whereas the large Stockholm Mosque is located in a crowded area in the city centre, the Islamic Center Mosque in Malmö is located close to the large, multi-ethnic neighbourhood of Rosengård, much like the major mosque in Hisingen, Göteborg, which is in an area that includes a number of large multi-ethnic neighbourhoods. In addition, basement mosques and other provisional mosques are also quite frequent in these types of neighbourhoods. There are also physically identifiable, “real” mosques in Uppsala, Umeå and other cities. Thus, the availability, proximity, and visibility of sacred places for prayer and other faith ceremonies for Islamic believers in Sweden are gradually improving. Even in smaller towns, mosques are becoming more common. For example, in the municipality of Flen (which has approximately 6,300 inhabitants), an old Pentecostal church building was recently sold to the Alhouda Muslim Centre.55

### 3.2 Imaging Muslim identity in Sweden

In the last few decades, Sweden has transformed from an ethnically and religiously homogeneous society to a pluralist multi-ethnic society, and this transition has had implications for the range of faiths practiced in the country. Although the political and popular support for this development has been fairly strong, there remain well-documented instances of structural discrimination and racist tendencies that affect employment, education and income.56 American geographer Alan Pred, a frequent visitor to Sweden, described racism as “a spectre haunting Sweden” more than ten years ago.57 Despite these and other critical views of the official rhetoric and policies regarding immigrants, Sweden is fairly welcoming compared to many other European countries, although the entrance of the anti-immigration, anti-Islamic party, the Sweden Democrats [Sverigedemokraterna], into the
Riksdag (the parliament) as a result of the September 2010 elections also reveals the presence of negative, racist sentiments directed against Islamic culture within the Swedish population. At the moment of writing, for example, media headlines in Sweden report on the daily harassment of Somalian children and families in a southern village.

How do Muslims in general and the Muslim congregations in particular react to these challenges? How do they reconsider their identity in their new homeland? There is no single Muslim identity that includes all of the currents of Muslim faith in Sweden. Neither is this identity a product of discourses produced by the Muslim community alone, as it is embedded in a hegemonic non-Muslim discourse about Muslims in Sweden, which in turn has a strong influence upon Muslim identity in Sweden. As argued by Kinnvall and Nesbitt-Larking, “At its most basic level, an identity is how one comes to define oneself, one’s core membership and reference groups, notably those from whom one distinguishes oneself”. Furthermore, “Depending upon the social structure, identities are more or less in a process of change through time and across space”. In the beginning of this article, we borrowed the two authors’ three ideal strategies of identity formation among Muslim immigrants: retreatism, essentialism, and engagement. Drawing upon our interviews with imams and other Muslim leaders, as well as written material published by Muslim congregations, we find evidence of a strategy of engagement, i.e., an attempt “to deal with differences through bargaining, openness toward the other, collaboration, and dialogue […] Engagement implies passion and commitment and a determination to find and express one’s voice”. We will provide a few examples of this stance that are more or less related to the mosque as a mental node for identity construction among Muslims in Sweden.

The Muslim Adult Education Association, Ibn Rushd was founded in 2007 and is one of ten Adult Education Associations recognised by the Council of Adult Education. This association links the Swedish Muslim community to the Swedish corporatist tradition, with strong ties between civil society/popular movements and the state. A current project by Ibn Rushd, “The promotion of Islamic Peace Culture”, is targeting Muslim youth across the country, training them to become Peace Agents:

The long term aim is to combat islamophobia (fear and animosity towards Islam, mainly by people in the West) and Westphobia (fear and animosity towards the West, mainly by Muslims). Within the framework of the project a foundation has been laid for a Muslim peace movement.
The stated intention of the program is to eradicate prejudice and to construct a Muslim identity within the Swedish context by emphasising the emergence of a new Muslim peace movement. Notably, in this process, the idea of a non-peaceful Muslim movement is also implicitly recognised as valid.

Mosques and other Islamic centres can offer advice and support on matters of great diplomatic concern. Addressing the caricatures of Mohammed re-published by a Swedish daily newspaper, the Stockholm Mosque met with the Prime Minister and other government officials. “We contributed to limiting the problem, so that it would not become the same as in Denmark”, Abdallah Salah says, referring to the racist, Islamophobic, anti-immigrant social unrest that developed after the publication of similar material there.66

Fredrik Reinfeldt [the Prime Minister] asked us ‘what can we do to avoid things to become the same as in Denmark?’ We told him ‘you don’t need to do anything; we have already sent press releases to all the international news media’. International media contacted the Mosque to get statements on the development but the Mosque did not want to inflate the issue. ‘This is Sweden, this is a local problem, we can handle it here and we are capable of solving this’, was our message to the journalists.

Another example of this type of “diplomatic” initiative arose in 1992, when two Swedish citizens were captured in Iraq. Imams from the congregation in Stockholm were sent to Iraq to negotiate their release. Referring to this incident, Abdallah Salah says,

Muslims are not only Muslims here [in Sweden], they are new Swedes; they can become fantastic ambassadors in the future in other countries. And that does not only go for politics, but also for economy. Knowledge of the language and the culture enables better relations.67

Abdul Rashid Mohamed, an imam and teacher of Islam and a representative of the Islamic Association in Göteborg, explains how Islamic organisations look at their role in trying to develop an Islamic identity in a new social and religious context.68

It is difficult to separate what is secular and what is religious with Islamic organisations. Everything is everything. Belief is not separate from everyday life. We are kind of “seculareligious” [“sekulareligiösa”]. We are doing everything, we are active in Islamic rituals, ramadan, solemn celebrations […] We are pursuing a lot of activities, the Islamic information association, the Islamic school.

Notably, consistent with Islamic tradition and practice Muslim mosques and congregations are strongly male dominated in terms of their leadership and management.69 However, Muslim women may still be very active in everyday matters outside the mosque. This type of
“invisible activity” has been documented by historian Klara Folkesson in a study of Muslim women in a Swedish neighbourhood. In the local branch of Verdandi, a non-religious temperance movement with roots as far back as 1896, the long-time unemployment among Muslim women was mitigated by the opportunity to participate in activities such as sewing, baking, and Swedish language and cultural education. Within their local social networks, these Muslim women experienced a sense of belonging and identity that made them better equipped for life in their new country.

Increasingly, the Swedish media report on everyday activities undertaken by Muslim women: for example, one Muslim woman created a program for training 120 girls in basketball in the strongly multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious neighbourhood of Vivalla, Örebro. As the (male) manager of the neighbourhood centre comments,

Malika mirrors the women here and is one of them. As Muslim and woman they have a special trust in her. She is a star in the neighbourhood.

These two examples showing Muslim women strongly engaged in social activities outside the mosque can be seen as expressions of the ambition to create a Muslim identity that also includes women, who generally stand in the shadow of men inside the mosque.

### 3.3 The mosque as a community centre

The Islamic congregations that are studied here extensively use non-religious activities such as sports, adult education, study circles and other social activities to indirectly prevent social exclusion and promote integration. In this context, the mosque is a crucial arena in which people can develop friendships, connections with others and a sense of belonging. In terms of the social capital produced, these experiences can be defined as both bonding and bridging. As shown by Ley and others, first-generation immigrants often stick together upon their arrival, developing a sense of community within their new country, and then gradually begin “a transition from internal bonding to external bridging capital”. Often, activities serve as both bonding and bridging; for instance, developing computer skills may help someone to stay in touch with former fellow countrymen but may also help the person to attain a new job in Sweden. Other roles include helping and representing people who for one reason or another have experienced problems with the public authorities. The Stockholm Mosque provides support on an individual basis and refers people to local government institutions or other statutory, FBO and NGO organisations when necessary.
Thus, aside from being important locations for worship and celebration, mosques also function as community centres and foster contact with non-Muslims:

There is in essence no limit for what kind of activities that can be carried out at the Mosque. The problem is that a mosque is immediately associated with religion. But a mosque is more like a Community Centre [Folkets Hus]. Out of the 50-60 activities organised at the Mosque each week a maximum 10 per cent has religious content. People want to spend time in the Mosque also doing other things; it is a good environment where people feel comfortable.75

For example, although the Stockholm Mosque is basically a house of prayer, a number of other cultural and welfare activities have developed there and are now thriving. These activities include marital support sessions, youth activities, female gym classes and swimming lessons. “We are part of society. Saving souls is not enough”, the president of the Islamic Association in Stockholm Abdallah Salah told us in an interview.76 Every day, as many as eight groups of approximately 30 people each, predominantly teachers and their school classes, visit the mosque that is also frequently visited by politicians and public servants. In addition, the mosque is also contacted by homeless people and people with drug problems, who congregate around the adjacent Medborgarplatser [which literally means “Citizen Square”] and its subway station. During Ramadan, some of these people also stay overnight in the mosque. Because the mosque location is close to the subway, Muslim people from other parts of the city and visitors from other parts of Sweden and abroad can easily reach the Stockholm Mosque: “The mere location of the Mosque at the Centre of Stockholm is the greatest integration project”.77 Consistent with this ideal, the goals of the United Islamic Congregations in Sweden are as follows: “integration of Muslim people in society”, “helping Muslims to keep their cultural, social and religious identity” and “working as a bridge builder between the Swedish authorities/majority population and Muslims”.78

Some religious Muslim practices are adjusted to a Swedish context; for instance, “we try to start Ramadan at the same time for all Muslims = the Swedish way”.79 A spokesperson for Islamic Association in Göteborg says,

the role of our organisation is for our members to feel safe and secure socially, in society and with Islam. That is a prerequisite for peace for the ethnic or religious minority, but also for the society at large.80

The speaker recalls developments in France in which there have been uprisings in poor neighbourhoods with large Muslim populations and then continues:
The reasons for the disturbances are that the people lack safety and a sense of justice. We need to find ourselves a room, where we can know who we are. If one knows one’s own base, it is easier to feel secure and to live in peace.\textsuperscript{81}

According to Abdallah Salah, the Mosque is the best place to reach practicing Muslims because they “don’t go to the night clubs, pubs and other places where many Swedes go”. Every week, between 2,000 and 3,000 people participate in the Friday prayer at the Stockholm Mosque. “The Friday pray is a great platform for integration”, says Salah, who continues as follows:

Take for example the work carried out on the black labour market. The Tax Agency has struggled for years to communicate the importance of not accepting illicit employment without social security costs. But if the Imam says ‘illicit work is haram’ more people listen, which means that a lot of problems could be prevented this way.\textsuperscript{82}

The mosque thus is a place where important community service information is communicated, which also helps to contribute to the creation of a Muslim identity adapted to the Swedish context.

\section{Conclusion: constructing a Muslim identity in Sweden}

Most Muslims in Sweden are first- or second-generation immigrants. This means that the people who gather in the mosques come from very different backgrounds, speak different languages and bring with them different Islamic customs. For this reason, many Swedish Muslim congregations, leaders and committed individuals work hard to build a Muslim identity that is consistent with Swedish society. Hence, the presence of real mosques has great material and symbolic importance. As illustrated by the interviews quoted in this article, basement mosques and other provisional mosques are important as places where Muslims can meet and practice their faith together. However, “[A]s long as we are in a basement, we do not really exist”.\textsuperscript{83}

Mosques are important not only as sacred places in a strictly religious sense but also as intellectual and social hubs for Muslims: places for creating both bonding and bridging social capital.\textsuperscript{84} In other words, they are places where a Muslim identity can be sown and cultivated, as vividly expressed by a leading representative of the Islamic community, who mentions three crucial functions of Islamic organisations in Sweden:\textsuperscript{85}

The most important goal is integration, to integrate Muslims into the Swedish society. The organization also works for Muslims to keep their identity as Muslims, in terms of culture, religion and socially. Third is that the organisation functions as a bridge
between the majority of Swedes and Muslims [...] One should co-operate, be on speaking terms and have acceptance. Then it will be complicity, complicity creates dialogue, and dialogue means that we feel together. I think Sweden is like a boat on which we are all on board. We should unite to foster peace so that it will be a good livelihood for all of us.

Notably, what is expressed in this quotation is not an unconditional will to integrate or submit Muslims to the Swedish society or an emphasis on assimilation [assimilering] – neither is it considered essential to unconditionally preserve or protect a “pure” or “real” form of Muslim identity. The aim is not even to merge Muslim identity with a perceived Swedish national identity. Instead, the task at hand involves accommodation [jämknings/ömsesidig anpassning], as one of our spokesmen said:

We want to get more understanding from society. That Islam is not considered an alien religion. That’s what complicates the situation for us Muslims. [...] Islam should be a self-evident religion. If someone wants to become a Muslim then it should be the same thing as for Christianity or Buddhism, why look at it differently? [...] Freedom of speech is parallel to religious freedom. One should not oppress religion in the name of freedom of speech. Sweden has become very good at this, but it is still difficult. There is this wall saying “alien religion”, that is what we find problematic”.86

Here, the interviewee refers to a general discourse in society in which Islam represents the exception to the Swedish Lutheran norm and in which individual Muslims are accepted but Muslims as a collective are not.

In this emerging interreligious dialogue concerning basic values and identities, the Mosque, including its provisional forms, is a crucial arena not only for preserving Muslim identity and developing internal religious and ethnic and cultural bonds but also for creating bridges to the secular Lutheran society in Sweden. As argued by Kinnvall and Nesbitt-Larking, this process may be understood as one of desecuritisation, i.e., a process of removing a previously conflict-ridden issue “from the realm of existential survival, thus making it easier to resolve through cooperative and/or routine means of problem solving in civil society”.87 In line with this argument, Hetty Zock reminds us that “[C]ultural misunderstandings abound, and [...] this goes especially for the conflicts in which religious and identity elements are involved. Therefore, individuals are required to develop strong communicative skills and imaginative, creative capacities in order to be able to deal with diversity”. 88

In summary, as illustrated in this article, mosques not only function as inward-looking markers of religious faith but also operate as arenas for developing links to the Christian and secular parts of Swedish society. Mosques are important as platforms for creating bonding
and bridging capital for Muslims in Sweden and nodes of engagement with other inhabitants in Swedish society. Notably, this conclusion does not suggest that in Sweden, as elsewhere, there are not Muslims who view it as socially and politically desirable to separate Muslims from non-Muslims: there remain “extremists [who] articulate and aggregate dissenting voices, thereby amplifying the perceptions that globalization and discourses on terror are directed against them”. In other words, some Muslims in Sweden, as in other societies, employ strategies of retreat or essentialism as well as engagement, although our focus in this article has been on the latter in particular, as expressed by imams and in official Muslim documents that address the relationship between Islam and Swedish society.
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